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Abstract
Cooperative manipulation and transportation by means of multi-robot systems is a subject that has received
an increased interest in the last few years. In this work, a task priority approach is first recalled from the
authors previous works as framework for the control of a single mobile manipulator, to manage all its
control objectives, including set membership ones and a proper coordination between the manipulator and
its supporting vehicle. The approach is then extended, through a novel coordination policy, to execute a
cooperative transportation of a common load by means of two (or more) mobile manipulators, via an explicit
but limited information exchange, without modifying the individual controllers. Experimental results with
two YouBot mobile manipulators are shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach.
Keywords: cooperative mobile manipulation, task priority framework, mobile manipulators.
1. Introduction
In the last few years, cooperative manipulation
and transportation has become one of the most
important research topics on multi-robot systems
[1]. Seminal work on cooperative mobile manipu-5
lation was presented in [2], using the experimental
platform detailed in [3]. The mobile base was dy-
namically coordinated with the arm using a poten-
tial function aimed at maintaining the manipulator
joint positions close to their midrange. In another10
seminal work on cooperative transportation [4], a
team of mobile robots push an object cooperatively
toward a desired position. Such an idea has in-
spired many of the following works. Indeed, [5] fol-
lows a similar approach and focuses on the problem15
of motion planning, dividing the planning problems
in a global path planner and a local manipulation
one. Manipulation is performed only by changing
the height of the end-effector, i.e. only 1 degree of
freedom (DOF). A similar approach is presented in20
[6]. The work [7] proposes a leader-follower strat-
egy, in which the object is assumed as the virtual
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leader, while the robots carrying the object are con-
sidered followers. A leader-follower scheme is also
exploited in [8], where the leader (either a robot or25
human) can guide the whole group towards the des-
tination by applying a relatively small force, whose
effect is amplified by the follower robots as they
align their forces with the leader’s one. The authors
of [9] propose a feedback control law for a coopera-30
tive transportation system comprising two car-like
vehicles, by assuming that the object is held in two
manipulation points, which are revolute joints cou-
pling the two vehicles to a carrier.
Except [2], in none of the previously mentioned35
works the transportation exploits manipulators,
which are needed to pick-up and release objects that
are outside the reach of the mobile bases. The pres-
ence of articulated arms, while significantly increas-
ing the cooperative transportation potentialities, it40
also increases the number of DOF to be controlled,
making the cooperative control problem much more
complex. Indeed, the challenges lie not only in the
object motion control, but also in the control of the
interactions exchanged between the object and ma-45
nipulators’ end-effectors (i.e. the so-called motion
and internal wrenches), and in the load balancing
(static and dynamic) among the agents.
As it is deemed widely known, once the load bal-
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ancing problem is solved through a suitable distri-50
bution of the object dynamics among the agents,
the object motion and its internal wrenches con-
trol problems can be solved separately, provided
that at each time instant the following conditions
are satisfied: the Cartesian reference velocities for55
the end-effectors belong to the end-effectors con-
strained motion subspace allowed by the grasping
type and the kinematics of each agent, while the
Cartesian internal wrenches references belong to the
end-effectors internal-wrenches subspace, orthogo-60
nal to the constrained motion one. This result was
established, for instance, in the early work [10] and
more recently in [11, 12].
The two aforementioned orthogonal Cartesian
spaces are the output spaces of two correspond-65
ing Jacobian transformations, constrained by the
grasping condition, from the velocity space of the
overall multi-agent system. Hence, the basic idea
is to exploit these Jacobian transformations to em-
bed the above mentioned conditions within the es-70
tablishment of the reference system velocities. The
overall system velocity vector will be therefore split
in two parts: the first one complaint with the
grasping constraint, accounting for the object mo-
tion and other system objectives (e.g. joint limits75
and obstacle avoidance, maintenance of adequate
manipulability levels, etc.), and (if needed) a sec-
ond part, acting against the grasping constraint,
consequently accounting for the desired internal
wrenches.80
Following the above remarks, the overall control
architecture naturally splits into two hierarchical
levels, namely: a Kinematic Control Layer (KCL),
in charge of generating the reference system veloc-
ities, taking into account all the control objectives85
of the system, including the desired motion of the
object and internal wrenches; and a Dynamic Con-
trol Layer (DCL), in charge of tracking the refer-
ence system velocity vector, generating the actua-
tion commands.90
As a consequence of the hierarchical decomposi-
tion, if the load balancing and the reference system
velocities are performed and generated as specified
above, then the DCL can also work in a decentral-
ized way. This means that it can be composed by95
separate dynamic controllers, one for each agent.
They can be realized as exact or almost-exact com-
puted torque controllers, as done in [10], as slid-
ing mode controllers [13, 14], even if simpler, well
tuned, proportional-integrative controllers can gen-100
erally suffice [15]. Consequently, the KCL is left in
charge of guaranteeing an adequate coordination of
the cooperating agents, motivating why the present
work will focus solely on the kinematic level of the
hierarchy within a non-trivial cooperative manipu-105
lation/transportation context.
However, some additional remarks are deemed
necessary. The first one is that, independently of
the structure of the KCL to be designed, the “gains”
of its control loops must be tuned on the per-110
formances achieved by each underlying DCL con-
troller. The development of suitable tools for the
automatic tuning of these kinematic loop gains is
currently a research item, and, since it does not
impact on the KCL algorithmic architecture, it will115
not be considered here.
The second remark is that the KCL should be
designed not only for achieving the object manip-
ulation/transportation (and for imposing its inter-
nal wrenches), but also for managing other control120
objectives, typically concerning the safety of the in-
dividual agents and their global ensemble. For ex-
ample, the KCL should guarantee the joint limits
and obstacle avoidance for each agent, and it should
maintain adequate individual manipulability levels.125
This remark naturally suggests the adoption, at
the KCL level of each agent, of the so-called task-
priority based kinematic control techniques (see for
example [16, 17, 18, 19]), which have now been
widely adopted for the control of individually oper-130
ating agents (see for example [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]).
Hence, it becomes interesting and important
from a practical point of view to devise cooper-
ative solutions that could fully exploit the task-
priority based KCLs already embedded within each135
agent. The idea is to suitably coordinating them
through a minimal data exchange, allowing an
efficient execution of the cooperative manipula-
tion/transportation task, while maintaining the
safety needs of each individual agent and of the140
global constrained system at the highest prior-
ity. Such an idea, which will be developed within
this paper, differentiates this work with respect to
event-based approaches such as [25, 26]. In those
works, the “motion reference” variable s is con-145
strained on the assigned path and the object path
tracking is permanently located at the highest pri-
ority. Hence, any deliberate deviation from stay-
ing along the object programmed path actually are
never allowed, even if they might be needed, for in-150
stance, for improving the obstacle avoidance capa-
bility by part of the whole ensemble, or for allowing
each agent to maintain its safety and/or operative
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conditions.
Succeeding in achieving the aforementioned goals155
(without resorting to a centralized KCL) will cer-
tainly allow for high flexibility within environments
where the manipulative agents typically have to be
employed in different operational ways, i.e. individ-
ually and, when required, in a cooperative fashion.160
Scope of the present work will be developing such
a cooperative decentralized KCL. To this aim, the
main contributions of this work are the following
ones:
C1 The task-priority framework, which each agent165
employs at the kinematic level, is extended to
handle cooperative manipulation between mul-
tiple mobile manipulators, allowing the agents
to tackle several control objectives with their
priorities, while satisfying the kinematic con-170
straints imposed by the rigid grasp of the com-
mon transported object. In particular, each
agent maintains its own KCL, on top of which
the coordination policy is used to generate the
object velocity to enforce. This solution is175
an advancement compared to other approaches
[2, 27, 28], which focused on the transporta-
tion task but neglected other objectives such as
maintaining a minimum manipulability mea-
sure to avoid kinematic singularities, avoiding180
joint limits or obstacles, and so on. Conversely
to [25, 26], sensible deviations from the origi-
nally required object motion direction are de-
liberately allowed whenever needed for accom-
plishing agent-internal higher priority needs.185
This is evidenced by the experimental trials
presented in this work, where in the presence of
an obstacle, the entire ensemble sensibly devi-
ates itself from the motion that had been oth-
erwise obtained without the obstacle.190
C2 Conversely to many other approaches, the
proposed strategy is not based on a rigid
leader/follower scheme. Instead, during the
cooperative manipulation the involved systems
tune themselves toward helping those who have195
the most difficulty in tracking the desired ob-
ject velocity. Therefore, during the coopera-
tion, the role of the leader is automatically,
for the time required, shifted toward the agent
that has the highest tracking error.200
While the above original contributions of this
manuscript can be applied to single agents con-
trolled through most of the aforementioned task-
priority based kinematic control techniques, in this
paper we will focus on the specific Task Priority In-205
verse Kinematic (TPIK) control framework [19, 15]
developed in the past few years by the authors.
Such a control framework is characterized by some
important features such as the following ones:
F1 It handles inequality control objectives by210
smoothly activating and deactivating their cor-
responding control tasks. This feature allows
safety tasks to be at an higher priority with
respect to other tasks such as reaching the
desired position, without overconstraining the215
system.
F2 Conversely to the pioneering works [29], where
the base was controlled by the user and the
arm was just treating its motion as a distur-
bance, or [2], where the base was just con-220
trolled through a potential function aimed at
maintaining the manipulator joint positions
close to their midrange (a similar approach
later used in [28]), in the here proposed frame-
work the vehicle supports the manipulator in225
executing all its tasks, and at the same time it
still executes its own (e.g. avoiding an obstacle
with the vehicle base).
The paper is structured as follows. For the
reader’s benefit, Section 2 recalls the basic elements230
of the proposed task priority framework for a single
agent. Section 3 explains the proposed coordina-
tion policy for cooperative transportation. Section
4 presents the experimental results achieved with
two YouBot mobile manipulators. Finally, conclu-235
sions are given.
2. Single Agent Control Architecture
Let us first briefly review the single agent control
architecture depicted in Fig. 1, which is based on
the hierarchical approach mentioned in the intro-240
duction. In particular, the architecture is consti-
tuted by three main blocks:
1. The Mission Manager is in charge of supervis-
ing the execution of the current mission, and
generates the corresponding actions to be ex-245
ecuted by the Kinematic Control Layer. As it
will be explained later in section 2.4, an action
is any prioritized list of control objectives to
be concurrently achieved, and a mission is a
sequence (or graph) of actions. As an exam-250
ple, a flexible architecture for planning control
3
Figure 1: The overall architecture: the Kinematic Control Layer is the one implementing the proposed task priority approach,
executing the current action scheduled by a Mission Manager; the output of the Kinematic Control Layer are the system
velocities, to be tracked by the underlying Dynamic Control Layer.
actions is proposed in [30], but its discussion
falls outside the scope of the present work.
2. The Kinematic Control Layer (KCL) imple-
ments the proposed task priority control frame-255
work, and is in charge of reactively accomplish-
ing the control objectives that make up the cur-
rent action to be executed, generating the de-
sired system velocity vector.
3. The Dynamic Control Layer (DCL) tracks the260
desired system velocity vector by generating
appropriate force/torques commands for the
vehicle and the manipulator.
The paper focuses on the Kinematic Control
Layer: the basic, single-agent task priority frame-265
work is reviewed in this section, while its exten-
sion to the cooperative manipulation case is tackled
in the successive section 3. Finally, note that the
YouBot mobile manipulator platform, used in the
experiments, comes with predefined DCLs both for270
the vehicle and for the manipulators.
2.1. Basic Definitions
In the following paragraphs, the robot configura-




and contains the n robot DOF, i.e., the l arm joint275
positions q ∈ Rl and the vehicle position and ori-
entation vector η =
[
x y z φ θ ψ
]> ∈ R6,
where the latter is expressed in terms of the roll,
pitch and yaw angles representation. The robot ve-
locity vector is named ẏ ,
[
q̇> v>
]> ∈ Rn, and280
represents the controls to actuate the robot, i.e.,
the joint velocities q̇ ∈ Rl and the vehicle linear
and angular velocities v ∈ R6. If the base is con-
strained, e.g. a ground vehicle moving on the hor-
izontal plane, then the corresponding definitions of285
η and v can be reduced accordingly removing the
constrained DOF.
2.2. Control Objectives
Consider a scalar variable xo(c) related to a con-
trol objective o, then:290
• the requirement, for t→∞, that xo(c) = xo,0
is called a scalar equality control objective,
• the requirement, for t → ∞, that xo(c) <
xo,max or xo(c) > xo,min is called a scalar in-
equality control objective,295
where xo,0 is a given reference value, whereas xo,min
and xo,max serve as lower and upper thresholds for
the values that the scalar variables should assume.
Note that if m different variables xi(c) are consid-
ered, each of them corresponding to the i−th com-300
ponent of a vector p ∈ Rm, then it is possible to
control the vector to any desired value. Thus lim-
iting the discussion to scalar objectives does not
influence the generality of the approach. Further-
more, if x(c) is the modulus of a certain vector p,305
then it can be used to require a particular value for
the norm of p (e.g. to nullify it), or to be below or
above a given threshold.
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The above requirements establish the objectives
that the system should eventually reach, e.g. avoid-310
ing obstacles, respecting joint limits, reaching a de-
sired position with the end-effector. In the follow-
ing, the dependency of x on c will be dropped to
ease the notation.
2.3. Control Tasks315
The time behaviour of each scalar variable xo is
related to the system velocity vector through a Ja-
cobian relationship ẋo = Jo(c)ẏ, where Jo(c) ∈
R1×n is the Jacobian matrix of the task. Given
this link, a feedback reference rate ˙̄xo is defined as
˙̄xo(xo) , γ(x
∗
o − xo), γ > 0, (1)
where γ is a positive gain proportional to the de-
sired convergence rate for the considered variable,
and x∗o is a point inside the state region where o
is satisfied. The reactive control task τo associated
with the objective o is defined as the need of min-320
imizing the difference between the actual task ve-
locity ẋo and the feedback reference rate ˙̄xo.
There are cases where a control task is defined
directly in a certain task velocity space, without
having an associated control objective. As an ex-325
ample, consider the case where a human operator
wants to control the end-effector by generating ve-
locity references through a joystick. In such a case,
there is no explicit control objective specified to the
system. Therefore, the system sees such a reference330
rate as a non-reactive control task (i.e. not associ-
ated to any internal feedback loop).
2.4. Control Actions
From the robot control standpoint, an action A
can be defined as a prioritized list of m control ob-335
jectives o1, . . . , om and the associated control tasks
τ1, . . . , τm, to be managed concurrently. As an ex-
ample, a manipulation action Am for a single mo-
bile manipulator is described in terms of its list of
control objectives, in order of priority:340
o1) arm joint limits,
o2) obstacle avoidance,
o3) arm manipulability,
o4) end-effector position control,
o5) end-effector attitude control,345
o6) arm preferred pose.
In such a hierarchy, it is natural to see safety ob-
jectives such as arm joint limits and obstacle avoid-
ance at the highest priority followed by the end-
effector position and attitude control, finally fol-350
lowed by an optimization objective such as trying
to maintain a preferred pose. Maintaining a min-
imum manipulability in this example is put above
the control of the end-effector, although it could be
also considered at a lower priority. Indeed, how to355
devise such hierarchies depends on the specific be-
haviour that we want to assign to the robot. For
the time being, let us assume to have a given list of
prioritized control tasks.
To sum up the concepts presented so far: con-360
trol objectives specify desired target values (or re-
gions) for variables of interest; control tasks are the
means to ensure a closed-loop convergence of such
variables to the desired values, as they specify a de-
sired time behaviour for the variable’s time deriva-365
tive, linking it to the system velocity vector through
a Jacobian relationship; finally, control actions are
hierarchies of such control objectives, implemented
through their associated control tasks. Different
control actions give rise to different complex be-370
haviours of the system, and can be seen as building
blocks for higher level mission planning and super-
vision tools.
2.5. Activation Functions
Control objectives, and their associated reactive
control tasks, are relevant depending on the cur-
rent value of the system configuration vector c. For
example, the avoidance of a joint limit is relevant
only in the vicinities of the joint limit. Whenever
the joint is sufficiently far away, the control task
should not overconstraint the system. This allows,
for example, to place the joint limits avoidance ob-
jective at the top of the aforementioned action Am,
knowing that the task will constrain the system
only when necessary. To this end, let us define an
activation function
aio(xo) ∈ [0, 1] (2)
as a continuous sigmoid function of a scalar objec-375
tive variable xo, whose value is zero within the va-
lidity region of the associated control objective o.
For non-reactive control tasks, the variable x(c)
is not defined and the activation function (2) re-
duces to be aio(xo) ≡ 1. From now on, the dis-380
tinction between reactive and non-reactive control
tasks will be dropped, and the generic term control
task will be used, unless otherwise specified.
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2.6. Task Priority Inverse Kinematics
Given an action A, for each priority level k, the385




˙̄x1,k, . . . , ˙̄xm,k
]>
is the stacked vector
of all the reference rates, where the first index
indicates control task τ1, . . . , τm placed at the390
priority level k.
• Jk is the Jacobian relationship expressing the
current rate of change of the k-th task vector[
ẋ1,k, . . . , ẋm,k
]>
with respect to the system
velocity vector ẏ.395
• Ak , diag(a1,k, . . . , am,k) is the diagonal ma-
trix of all the activation functions in the form
of (2).
At this point, the control problem is to find the
system velocity reference vector ˙̄y that satisfies at
best the aforementioned requirements. The Task
Priority Inverse Kinematics (TPIK) procedure pro-






∥∥Ak( ˙̄xk − Jk ˙̄y)∥∥2} , (3)
where Sk−1 is the manifold of solutions of all the
previous tasks in the hierarchy, initialized with400
S0 , Rn. The notation R- min highlights that the
minimization process is performed in a special regu-
larized way, as explained formally in [19]. Details of
the pseudo-inversion are omitted for sake of brevity.
Note that, so far, this framework controls both405
the manipulator(s) and the vehicle in the same
manner.
2.7. Transition between Actions
Let us consider the following two actions A1 =
A ≺ B,C,D and A2 = A ≺ D ≺ C,E, composed410
by objectives abstractly labelled with alphabetic
letters, where A ≺ B denotes that A has higher
priority than B, and where the comma separates
objectives with the same priority. Now consider
the following unified list U : A ≺ D1 ≺ B,C,D2, E415
where D1 and D2 represent the same objective
D, but with a different priority. It is clear that,
through insertion/deletion of some of the entries,
the two original lists can be reconstructed.
Toward the aforementioned aim, the activation






Figure 2: A detailed view of the Vehicle-Arm Coordination
scheme, with the example of action A task hierarchy.
where apo(p) ∈ [0, 1] is an additional continuous sig-420
moidal function of a vector of parameters p exter-
nal to the control task itself, which can be can be
conveniently parametrized to obtain the desired ac-
tivation/deactivation smooth transition.
2.8. Vehicle - Arm Coordination425
Until now, whole body Jacobians are employed
to control the end-effectors. As a matter of fact,
unavoidable minor accuracies and disturbances af-
fecting the mobile platform, such as delayed or im-
precise wheel actuation, would propagate through430
the coupled kinematics immediately to the end ef-
fectors of both manipulators.
To cope with this problem, the idea (F2) is to
have two TPIK procedures running in parallel as
depicted in Fig. 2 and outlined in Algorithm 1:435
1. The first optimization (TPIK 1) considers the
vehicle together with the manipulator. Of the
whole result ˙̄y, only the vehicle reference ve-
locity is used (line 1 in Alg. 1), while the ma-
nipulator part is discarded;440
2. The second optimization (TPIK 2) consid-
ers the vehicle as an instantaneously non-
controllable entity. A non-reactive control task
(line 2) is added as the highest priority task in
the hierarchy (line 3), whose role is to constrain
the desired vehicle velocities equal to the cur-
rent measured ones v. More in detail, the vehi-
cle constrained velocity task consists in the fol-
lowing set of quantities (for an unconstrained
6 DOF vehicle):






which, once placed at the highest priority level,
clearly constraints the successive tasks to work
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Algorithm 1 CoordinatedTPIK(A, ˙̄x, v)
Require: An action A, a desired velocity for the end-
effector ˙̄x, the vehicle actual velocity v







]> ← TPIK(A, ˙̄x)
2: τvcv ← VehicleConstrainedVelocityTask(v)














with the vehicle velocities fixed to the feedback
value v. In such a task hierarchy optimiza-
tion, de-facto only the manipulator variables445
are subject to be optimized. In fact, the out-
puts of this procedure are the optimal joint ve-
locities in correspondence of the measured ve-
hicle velocity (line 4).
The outputs of the two TPIK procedures are then450
forwarded to the underlying DCL for tracking (lines
5 and 6). Therefore, the vehicle will do its best to
track the output of the centralized arm-vehicle op-
timization (TPIK 1), properly supporting the arm
in all the tasks. However, thanks to the TPIK 2 op-455
timization, the arm reference joint velocities are al-
ways the optimal ones based on the current vehicle
velocities, independently of any vehicle inaccuracy
in tracking the desired ones generated by TPIK 1.
A detailed experimental campaign, showing the ad-460
vantages of the proposed coordination strategy for
a single underwater vehicle manipulator agent, can
be found in [22] and is outside the scope of the
present paper.
Finally, note how this parallel technique can eas-465
ily adapted to a multi-rate control scenario. In-
deed, usually manipulators can be controlled at a
frequency higher than those of the vehicles. There-
fore, the algorithm can be easily modified to exe-
cute TPIK 2 at the arm control frequency, while470
executing TPIK 1 only at the lower vehicle control
frequency.
3. Task Priority Based Cooperative Mobile
Manipulation
After the single agent control architecture has475
been recalled in the previous section, let us now
focus on its extension to the case of multiple co-
operative mobile manipulators. For simplicity of
Figure 3: Frames involved in the cooperative mobile manip-
ulation: the vehicle frame 〈v〉, the end-effector frames 〈e〉
and the tool control point 〈t〉 which coincides with object
frame 〈o〉 for both agents.
discussion, the section will focus on two robots, as
done in the experiments, but the approach can be480
scaled to multiple agents.
3.1. Introduction
Assuming a firm object grasping by part of two
agents a, b, the tool control points 〈ta〉, 〈tb〉 are as-
signed by the agents to coincide with the shared ob-485
ject fixed frame 〈o〉, that is 〈ta〉 ≡ 〈tb〉 ≡ 〈o〉 , 〈t〉,
as exemplified in Fig. 3. In the following we will
only consider the tool-frame velocities, and when-
ever the term end-effector is used is to be intended
prolonged at the tool control point 〈t〉.490
In these conditions, the following differential con-
straints are imposed as consequence of the geomet-
ric ones
ẋt = Jt,aẏa = Jt,bẏb, (7)
with ẋt the object velocity with components on 〈t〉
and Jt,a, Jt,b the system absolute Jacobians (i.e.
w.r.t. an inertial observer) of frame 〈t〉, with output
components on 〈t〉 itself, which is the sole frame
common to both agents. Let us rewrite the second






, Gẏab = 0, ⇐⇒ ẏab ∈ ker(G),
(8)
which represents the subspace where ẏab is con-
strained to lay as a consequence of the firm grasp
assumption. The definition of the constrained space
G of the overall system velocities of both mobile
manipulators clearly couples the separate system495
7
Figure 4: Block diagram of the cooperation. 1) A TPIK (action Am) is first solved, acting as if the agent was alone, using
the desired object velocity ˙̄xt generated by the reference generator. 2) The system velocity vector output of the TPIK is used
to compute the non-cooperative tool-frame velocity. 3) The non-cooperative tool frame velocity, together with the admissible
Cartesian subspace is exchanged with the other agent. Then, the feasible cooperative velocity is computed through (17) and
(18). 4) Each agent now solves a coordinated TPIK (action Ac) constrained to the feasible cooperative tool-frame velocity
velocities of the two agents, and it could be ex-
ploited to find a centralized solution satisfying the
constraints at the kinematic level. However, such
a possibility is discarded due to its required high
rate of information exchange between the systems500
and the required context switch between separate
controllers and a centralized one. Instead, the co-
ordination policy proposed here is based on a re-
duced set of information that qualifies the evolution
of the cooperation objectives, i.e. to comply with505
the grasp condition and to transfer the object to
the desired location, and does not require changing
the individual controllers.
Before proceeding with the coordination policy,
let us compute the subspace of the combined end-
effector velocities that are compatible with the
grasp constraints. Let us first consider the motion




where the notation J#t,i indicates the Moore-Penrose
pseudo inverse of Jt,i, computed using the singu-
lar value decomposition (see [31] for a review on
pseudo-inverses and [19] for details on the regular-
ized inversion algorithm). Then, since ẋt belongs to
the motion spaces of both agents, (7) can be written
as follows
ẋt = Haẋt = Hbẋt, (10)





, Cẋt,ab = 0, (11)
which is satisfied iff ẋt,ab ∈ ker(C) = Span(I −
C#C). During the cooperation, the actual end-
effector velocities ẋt,ab necessarily lie in such a sub-
space, as result of the constraint. From a control
point of view, if one is interested in avoiding in-
teraction between the mobile manipulators and the
object, the desired end-effector velocities must be
forced to lie within this subspace. Hence, project-
ing the ideally desired, even possibly different, tool-
frame velocities ˙̄xt,a, ˙̄xt,b as follows






forces ˙̄xt,ab ∈ ker(C), and hence makes it complaint
with the constraints. Note that this does not imply510
that the first six components of the projected refer-
ence velocities ˙̄xt,ab are equal to the second six ones.
Indeed, there might be components outside of the
motion spaces of each agent (i.e. each one respec-
tively belonging to the separate infeasible output515
spaces ker(J>a,t) and ker(J
>
b,t) of each agent) that
are naturally complaint with the constraints, since
they do not correspond to any tool frame 〈t〉 mo-
tion.
However, despite the possible differences, if these
projected references velocities ˙̄xt,ab are respectively
8
given to the corresponding agent and provided each
one has the non-reactive tool-frame velocity track-
ing task located at the highest priority, then the






















which are consequently composed by identical six-520
dimensional partitions complaint with the grasp
constraints.
From the above equation we can see thatHab(I−
C#C) maps from the full R12 space of tool-frame
velocities to the subspace of tool-frame velocities525
feasible by both mobile manipulators and complaint
with the object kinematic constraint. To better un-
derstand the role of the subspace Span(Hab(I −
C#C)), let us remark that the whole R12 space
can be divided in two orthogonal subspaces:530
• Span(Hab) ⊆ R12 represents the end-effectors
unconstrained motion subspace and is the di-
rect sum of the unconstrained motion spaces
of each single agent when the object is not yet
grasped.535
• ker(Hab) = Span(I −H#abHab) ⊆ R12 repre-
sents the end-effectors infeasible motion sub-
space, i.e. all the velocities that, even if sepa-
rately commanded to both agents when the ob-
ject is not yet grasped, are infeasible for both540
agents.
Clearly, to simultaneously control the object
motion and its internal wrenches, it is useful
to consider reference velocities belonging only to
Span(Hab), as those lying on ker(Hab) do not gen-545
erate neither motion nor interaction forces and can
consequently be neglected. Once an object has been
grasped by both agents, the original unconstrained
subspace Span(Hab) can be further subdivided in
two orthogonal subspaces, namely:550
• Span(Hab(I−C#C)) represents the subspace
of tool-frame velocities which are complaint
with the object kinematic constraints, and are
feasible by both agents. Hence, it is termed
the end-effectors constrained motion subspace.555
Since the tool frames are prolonged to the same
point 〈t〉, this subspace is only composed by
vectors ẋt,ab ∈ R12 whose first six and second
six components are equal and feasible by both
agents.560
• Span(HabC#C) instead represents the sub-
space of tool-frame velocities which violate
the object kinematic constraints, and there-
fore would generate internal wrenches. Hence
it is termed the end-effectors internal-wrenches565
subspace.
Therefore, to ensure a pure motion of the object
(i.e., with no internal wrenches), (I −C#C) must
be formerly used to project any non-complaint set










Of course, one will start with desired velocities
which are equal, i.e. ˙̄xt = ˙̄xt,a = ˙̄xt,b, however
the above projection process is anyway necessary
to cope with possible defectiveness of each agent,570
while still satisfying the grasp constraints.
While the use of the sole projection matrix (I −
C#C) is sufficient to ensure that the resulting de-
sired velocities ˙̃xt,a, ˙̃xt,b are complaint with the
grasp constraints, they might still contain compo-
nents belonging to the separate infeasible output
spaces ker(J>a,t) and ker(J
>
b,t) of each agent. For
clarity purposes, the successive projection in the










In this way, the projected velocities are also the
same ones, since they are now constituted only by
feasible components.
Therefore, if the feasible tool-frame velocity ˙̃xt,575
lying on Span(Hab(I −C#C)), is separately com-
manded to both agents and the corresponding non-
reactive tool-frame velocity tracking task is located
at the highest priority in both agents task priority
lists, then the object kinematic constraint is satis-580
fied at the kinematic level.
At this point, accordingly with the above conclu-
sion and the expressed general requirements, the
following coordination policy development can be
therefore proposed.585
3.2. Coordination Policy
For the development of the coordination policy
the following assumptions are made:
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• A reference generator software computes the
desired object velocity and broadcasts it to590
all the involved agents. This desired velocity
could be generated to asymptotically transfer
the object to a given goal location (e.g. the
velocity is the output of a position loop), or
be directly generated by a user in case of tele-595
operation. Note that this reference generator
could be hosted by one of the involved agents,
if required.
• The coordination policy is distributed between
all the agents. In case of a perfect wireless net-600
work (no packet loss, infinite bandwidth, no
delay), this corresponds to having a central-
ized coordinator software doing the computa-
tion and broadcasting the result. However, the
first solution is clearly preferable from a prac-605
tical implementation point of view.
Then, during each sampling interval, the follow-
ing sequential steps are executed, as sketched in
Fig. 4 and reported in Algorithm 2 (as seen from a
generic agent i):610
1. The latest velocity ˙̄xt generated by the refer-
ence generator is acquired (line 1).
2. Each agent runs the TPIK procedure detailed
in section 2 as if it were the sole one acting
on the object, with its original task hierar-615
chy Am having safety and prerequisite tasks
located at higher priority than the tool con-
trol point motion. The two TPIK procedures
separately provide the vectors ẏa, ẏb (line 2).
3. Each agent evaluates the Cartesian velocity
that it would impose to the object if it were
alone and it were applying ẏa or ẏb respec-
tively, i.e. the following non-cooperative tool-
frame velocities (line 3)
ẋt,i = Jt,iẏi, i = a, b. (16)
Note that the separate Cartesian velocities in620
(16) might not satisfy the kinematic constraint
(7), i.e. ẋt,a 6= ẋt,b, due to higher priority tasks
within each agent task hierarchy. Furthermore,
each agent evaluates its corresponding matrix
Hi (line 4) as defined in (9), which represents625
the admissible tool-frame velocity space of each
agent whenever standalone acting.
4. Both agents transfer their computed quantities
Hi and ẋt,i to the other involved agents (lines
5-6).630
5. Each agent, in a distributed way, evaluates the





(µaẋt,a + µbẋt,b) , µa, µb > 0,
(17)
which corresponds to a weighted compromise
between the two output velocities ẋt,a, ẋt,b.
The rationale and the details underlying such
a weighting policy will be given at the end of
the description of this procedure.635
If both agents have their safety objectives sat-
isfied, and their current tool-frame Jacobians
Jt,i are non-defective, i.e. Hi = I for both
i = a, b, then ˙̂xt = ẋt,a = ẋt,b indepen-
dently from the weights, and the kinematic640
constraints are clearly satisfied.
Instead, in the general case, when ẋt,a 6=
ẋt,b their weighted sum (17) might not lay in
the end-effectors constrained motion subspace,
therefore it must be projected on such a sub-645
space, as performed in the next two steps.
6. Each agent evaluates the Cartesian constraint
matrix as defined in (11) (line 10).
7. Each agent considers the vector ˙̂xt as its refer-
ence velocity, i.e. ˙̂xt,i = ˙̂xt and projects it on
the end-effectors constrained motion subspace
Span(Hab(I −C#C)), obtaining the so-called










8. Both agents separately run a new TPIK pro-
cedure, implementing the vehicle arm coordi-650
nation of section 2.8, with the original task-
priority hierarchy now modified into the one
having the non-reactive tool-frame velocity
tracking of ˙̃xt at the highest priority (line 12):
o1) constrained tool velocity tracking;655
o2) arm joint limits;
o3) obstacle avoidance;
o4) arm manipulability;
o5) arm preferred pose.
In this way, both systems independently op-660
timize their safety tasks under the imposed
constraint of the common tool frame velocity.
Such a new hierarchy is termed action Ac in
Fig. 4 and Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 CooperativeTPIK(Am)
Require: The manipulation action Am, the con-
strained manipulation action Ac
Ensure: The reference system velocity vector ˙̄yi
1: ˙̄xt ← GetDesiredObjectVelocity()
2: ẏi ← TPIK(Am, ˙̄xt)
3: ẋt,i ← Jt,iẏi
4: Hi ← Jt,iJ#t,i
5: SendDataToAgent(j, ẋt,i, Hi)
6: ẋt,j ,Hj ← GetLatestDataFromAgent(j)
7: µi ← µ0 + ‖ ˙̄xt − ẋt,i‖
8: µj ← µ0 + ‖ ˙̄xt − ẋt,j‖










12: ˙̄yi ← CoordinatedTPIK(Ac, ˙̃xt, vi)
13: return ˙̄yi
9. Each agent actuates the output of the second665
TPIK procedure (line 13).
In order to explain the rationale supporting the
proposed coordination procedure, first of all note
that, as regard the proposed choice for the assign-
ment of weights µa, µb within (17) the following
choice is actually made
µa = µ0 + ‖ ˙̄xt − ẋt,a‖ , µ0 + ‖ea‖,
µb = µ0 + ‖ ˙̄xt − ẋt,b‖ , µ0 + ‖eb‖,
(19)
with µ0 > 0 and where the norms ‖ei‖ serve as a
measure of the difficulties that agent i has in track-
ing the original object reference velocity, due to
higher priority safety and prerequisite tasks. Thus,670
with the above weighting choice, the resulting co-
operative velocity ˙̂xt will be closer to the one eval-
uated by the agent exhibiting the greatest difficulty
in tracking the original desired object velocity, than
to the one evaluated by the other agent.675
For example, in case ‖ea‖/‖eb‖ → ∞, then
˙̂xt → ẋt,a, which implies that agent a progressively
imposes its non-cooperative tool-frame velocity as
the cooperative one. Consequently, agent b will pro-
gressively follow what is imposed by agent a at the680
Cartesian level. Such a situation, and its opposite
one, correspond to the extreme cases. In all the
other situations, the weighting rule (19) provides
an adequate compromise.
The above discussion is strongly based on the im-685
plicitly assumed property that nothing can change,
for an agent, whenever an equality task is trans-
ferred to the highest priority, provided that its ve-
locity is maintained equal to the result it provided
when it was at a lower priority level. Such an as-690
sumed property, despite appearing as an evident
one at a first glance, is proven in the Appendix.
Furthermore, it should be noted how the pro-
posed coordination policy does not require an ex-
plicit, a priori, definition of any leader or follower695
roles (contribution C2 highlighted in the introduc-
tion), since the tendency of an agent to become
leader or follower within the team is governed by
its comparative difficulty with the other agent in ac-
complishing the required object motion task. Such700
an emerging behaviour is very similar to how we
operate in everyday life when transporting a big
object with another human, as we naturally adapt
to the other person if he/she is in difficulty, e.g. due
to an obstacle or to a worse grasp of the object.705
Finally, a remark should be made on the possibil-
ity of imposing desired internal wrenches. During
step 7 (line 11 of Algorithm 2) of the coordination





was projected using the projection matrix Hab(I−
C#C), thus guaranteeing that its result was fea-
sible, i.e. compatible with object kinematic con-
straint, therefore ensuring that the motion of the
agents would not generate unwanted internal object
forces. However, (18) could be modified to take into
account desired internal wrenches using the orthog-


















where ˙̄xw,i are velocity requests that are projected
to be against the constraint and therefore, after a
small transient [10, 32], will generate wrenches in
the same direction. For example, one could gener-
ate both ˙̄xw,i to point from the i-th end-effector710
grasping point to the object’s centre, to keep it
compressed. However, this possibility could not be
tested and validated during the experiments since
the YouBot mobile manipulators are not equipped
with wrench sensors able to measure the interac-715
tion with the object, and therefore is left for future
investigations.
4. Experimental Results
In this section we present some experimental re-
sults of the proposed cooperative control architec-720
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ture. The setup used to test the proposed algorithm
is composed by two Kuka YouBot mobile manipu-
lators, as already shown in Fig. 3. The YouBot
robot is constituted by a platform actuated by 4
omnidirectional wheels and by a 5 DOF manipula-725
tor. Therefore, the quantities defined in Section 2




]> ∈ R8 contains the robot
DOF, i.e. the arm joint positions q ∈ R5








]> ∈ R8, and represents the con-
trols to actuate the robot, i.e. the joint veloci-





The two agents operate in a motion capture area,
which is used to assess their absolute position, and
to compute the transformation matrices necessary
for setting their tool-frames 〈ta〉 ≡ 〈tb〉 ≡ 〈o〉 , 〈t〉.
The use of the motion capture environment allows740
to simplify the perception problem and to focus
this work on the kinematic control strategy. Re-
cent multi-robot localization and object tracking
methodologies, such as [33], could be employed in
lieu of the motion capture in a real scenario. During745
each experiment, the software process running the
KCL is executed at 100 Hz. During every loop, the
controller sends the computed quantities Hi and
ẋt,i to the other involved agents using non-reliable
UDP (User Datagram Protocol) packets (line 5 of750
Algorithm 2), and it uses the latest information re-
ceived in the same manner from the other agents
(line 6). The choice of UDP is made to avoid the
queuing messages when only the latest one is actu-
ally useful. If one of the agents does not receive the755
corresponding information for a time longer than
a time-out threshold, the cooperation process is
stopped. No time synchronization is needed be-
tween the agents.
Finally, let us recall how the DCLs of the YouBot760
arm and vehicle are predefined and could not be
modified. Hence, the KCL performances were
tuned, acting on the task gains and thresholds, to
cope with the underlying DCL performances.
4.1. Teleoperation Experiment765
In the first experiment, a user teleoperates the
cooperating agents by generating desired object ve-
locities. The outcome of the experiment is shown
through some snapshots in Fig. 5, while the user-
generated object reference velocity ˙̄xt is depicted in770
Fig. 6a.
Figure 6 shows an excerpt of the experiment,
which can be seen in the attached video. In par-
ticular, at the start of the graphs (t = 75 s) the two
mobile manipulators are in a configuration similar775
to the one represented in Fig. 5c, where agent b
is close to a singular configuration. This is shown
by the fact that the manipulability task’s activa-
tion function is greater than zero, as depicted in
Fig. 6b. From t = 80 s to t = 100 s the operator780
specifically gives a desired object reference velocity
which agent b cannot track exactly. This fact can
be seen comparing Fig. 6a with Fig. 6c and Fig.
6d for agents a and b respectively, and it is high-
lighted by the error norms ‖ ˙̄xt− ẋt,i‖ shown in Fig.785
6f. As can be seen in Fig. 6e, the feasible coopera-
tive tool frame velocity is tuned in favour of agent
b. Indeed, components on the linear z-direction are
now present, which instead were zero in the original
reference velocity. Thanks to the proposed coordi-790
nation policy, agent b manages to keep its manipu-
lability above the required threshold, as confirmed
by the fact that its activation value in Fig. 6b never
reaches the value one, while both systems instanta-
neously generate system velocities complying with795
the firm grasp object kinematic constraint.
4.2. Obstacle Avoidance Experiment
In this experiment an obstacle has been placed
within the motion capture area. As the YouBots
are not endowed with perception sensors, its posi-800
tion is known a priori to both agents. Of course, in
a real scenario, the position of the obstacle would
be perceived in real-time through the use of ded-
icated sensors and detection algorithms. The de-
sired object velocity is generated to reach a final805
goal position on the other side of the motion cap-
ture area, with respect to the initial position of the
YouBots and the object.
The execution of this experiment is depicted in
Fig. 7. Roughly at t = 24 s, agent b is getting close810
to the obstacle, and therefore the activation func-
tion of the obstacle avoidance task raises, as shown
in Fig. 8b. For this reason, the error norm ‖eb‖
of the end-effector position and attitude tasks in-
creases, as shown in Fig. 8f. The non-cooperative815
Cartesian velocity of agent b, shown in Fig. 8d,
mainly differs from the desired object velocity (Fig.
8a) in the ẋ and ẏ linear velocity components. This
is due to the fact that the vehicle needs to avoid
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5: Teleoperation experiment: snapshots of the two YouBots during the teleoperated manipulation.
the obstacle moving in the (x, y) horizontal plane.820
Instead, agent a has no problem in tracking the de-
sired object velocity, and indeed its non-cooperative
Cartesian velocity shown in Fig. 8c is very close to
the desired one. Thanks to the proposed coordina-
tion policy, the two agents agree on a cooperative825
tool-frame velocity (Fig. 8e) which is substantially
the one of agent b, due to its higher tracking error.
In this way, the two YouBots coordinate themselves
for avoiding the obstacle, as agent a adapts to the
movement imposed by agent b for avoiding the ob-830
stacle.
5. Conclusions
The paper has presented a novel task-priority
based approach to cooperative mobile manipula-
tion (contribution C1 highlighted in the introduc-835
tion). The approach is based on a hierarchical
control architecture, and exploits the task-priority
based KCL [19] of each single agent. The pro-
posed approach extends the KCL framework of each
agent with a cooperative policy that allows the mo-840
bile manipulators to automatically tune, during the
transportation, toward the agent in most difficulty
(C2). Several experiments have been performed
and were presented in section 4, showing the capa-
bilities of the two agents to coordinate themselves845
autonomously. In particular, the first experiment
shows two agents transporting an object, which is
teleoperated by a user. The two agents coordi-
nate themselves to follow the desired object veloc-
ity, while satisfying their own control objectives.850
The experiment shows one agent avoid entering a
singular posture, despite the user generated object
velocity, and the other agent adapting to such a
need. In the second experiment, the two agents
need to transport the object to a goal position, how-855
ever agent b has an obstacle in its path. The two
agents successfully coordinate themselves to avoid
it since, thanks to the proposed coordination pol-
icy, agent b automatically becomes the leader and
agent a follows it in the avoidance manoeuvre.860
In the present work, a method for managing in-
ternal wrenches was also briefly presented at the
end of section 3.2. Future works will concern a
deeper investigation of this possibility through suit-
able testing and validation campaigns, and possible865
automatic tuning procedures for the KCL gains.
Appendix
Let us consider an action A = τA ≺ . . . ≺ τK ≺
. . . ≺ τZ , and where τK is an equality task. The
TPIK procedure proposed in section 2.6 is used to870
solve such an hierarchy of tasks, and let us call
its output 1ẏ∗, which is the optimal control vec-
tor satisfying the priority requirements. To such an
optimal control vector the associated optimal task
velocities are 1ẋ∗i = Ji
1ẏ∗, i = A, . . . , Z.875















which can be interpreted as follows: not only 1ẏ∗ is
the optimal control vector of the whole hierarchy,
but it can also be seen as the optimal solution in
the null space of task τK , constrained to have a task
velocity 1ẋ∗K .880
Now, consider a new task hierarchy where τK is
at the highest priority, therefore τK ≺ τA ≺ . . . ≺
τJ ≺ τL . . . ≺ τZ . Let us further impose that the
reference for the task τK is chosen as
1ẋ∗K , i.e. the
best task velocity that could be obtained when τK
was at its original priority order. The manifold of














Figure 6: Teleoperation experiment results: (a) the desired object velocity, (b) manipulability task activation function, (c)
non-cooperative tool-frame velocities for agent a (d) non-cooperative tool-frame velocities for agent b, (e) cooperative tool-frame
velocities (tuned toward agent b), (f) norms of object velocity tracking errors, showing how agent b is in higher difficulty.
since τK it is an equality task. Let us immediately













Therefore, (22) is the manifold of solutions of task
τK constrained to have a velocity
1ẋ∗K , i.e. it is the
same as (21).
Let us call the output of this second TPIK proce-















where 1ẋ∗K = JK
2ẏ∗ follows from the fact that the885
optimization of subsequent tasks τA ≺ . . . ≺ τJ ≺
τL . . . ≺ τZ has been done in the null space of τk.
Since the optimal velocity of task τk is the same
in the two procedures, i.e. 2ẋ∗K =
1ẋ∗K , and the
relative priority order of all the other tasks is un-890
changed, it follows that 2ẏ∗ = 1ẏ∗ and the optimal
task velocities will be exactly the same as in the
original TPIK procedure. If, absurdly, this was not
the case, then it would mean that even if the task
velocity 2ẋ∗K =
1ẋ∗K , and the optimization struc-895
ture is the same in (21) and (24), i.e. in the null
space of task τK , there are two different sets of op-
timal task velocities for tasks i = A, . . . , Z, i 6= K.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7: Obstacle avoidance experiment: snapshots of the two YouBots as they cooperatively avoid the obstacle and reach
the desired final position.
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Figure 8: Obstacle avoidance experiment results: (a) the desired object velocity, (b) obstacle avoidance task activation function,
(c) non-cooperative tool-frame velocities for agent a (d) non-cooperative tool-frame velocities for agent b, (e) cooperative tool-
frame velocities (tuned toward agent b), (f) norms of object velocity tracking errors, showing how agent b is in higher difficulty.
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